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Abstract� A TS �analysis was performed for the entire water column� for August
and February separately� The following displays are presented� �a� TS �scatter dia�
grams for the entire water column� �b� three�dimensional volumetric TS �diagrams
and quantitative TS �diagrams showing volume� enthalpy and salt content for each
TS �class� �c� averaged long�term �stations� showing potential temperature� vertical
stability� and V	ais	al	a�Brunt frequency� For all the diagrams� the water masses are
distinguished� namely the near�surface water �NSW�� the cold intermediate layer
�CIL�� and the deep water� The NSW and CIL vary seasonally� while the deep water
remains unaltered� The total volume and the salt content of NSW
CIL remain
constant throughout the year� the only change being their redistribution between
these two layers� Between August and February� the surface layer gives up its heat
content to the CIL and to the atmosphere� The TS �analysis presented is based on
a modern hydrological data set�

�� Introduction

The Black Sea hydrological structure has many ano�
malous features that distinguish it from the World Oce�
an�s typical water mass structure� The following fea�
tures are especially remarkable�
��� strong seasonal variability of the upper layer� from

the sea surface to the lower boundary of the cold inter�
mediate layer �CIL��
�	� a permanent CIL� well developed in summer and

nearly unnoticed in winter when the CIL is almost
merged with the surface layer which is very cold in win�
ter and very warm in summer�
�
� long�term stability of the hydrological structure

of the bulk of the sea�s water column� from ����� m
to more than 	��� m� down to the bottom�
��� monotonic� gradual increase of the temperature

of this water column with depth� accompanied with a
salinity increase with depth� this gradual temperature
increase is a unique feature of the Black Sea� which
never is observed to such an extent and so deep in the
World Ocean�
Detailed characteristics of these features �long known

in a general sense� may be obtained with TS �analysis�
a powerful tool for studying oceanographic structure�
The example of the Black Sea illustrates very vividly
the e�cacy of TS �analysis�
In this work we present and discuss�
�a� TS �scatter diagrams for the entire water column�

for August and February� because these two months are
the most conspicuous examples of the extremes of the
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summer and winter conditions of the Black Sea waters
during their seasonal evolution�
�b� volumetric characteristics� namely three�dimen�

sional volumetric TS �diagrams as well as quantitative
statistical diagrams �for each TS �cell� for volume� en�
thalpy� and salt content� for August and February�
�c� long�term averaged �mean� stations for the entire

Black Sea� for August and February� which allow the
anomalies �especially in the upper layers� to be studied�
The TS �analysis of the Black Sea waters presented

below is based on the most complete up�to�date hydro�
logical data set brie�y described in Section ��

�� TS �Scatter Diagrams

A TS �scatter diagram is a set of TS �points corre�
sponding� as a rule� to the standard levels� for a large
number of oceanographic stations occupying an area
in question� plotted in the same TS �coordinates� on
the same diagram� These diagrams are well known in
oceanography� however before the computer era they
were a rarity because the manual plotting of data points
was too laborious and conducive to numerous errors�
The �rst computer�generated TS �diagrams have shown
their high e�cacy in water mass studies� We could refer
to the TS �scatter diagram for ����W constructed by
Wyrtki and Kilonsky �see Mamayev ������� Figure ����
as a good example� In this diagram� the South Paci�c
water masses are distinguished very clearly� The more
data points are present in the diagram� the more dis�
tinct are the water masses� This example is not unique
in the modern literature�
The TS �scatter diagrams for the Black Sea may be

found in a work of Ozsoy et al� ������� although they
are constructed for a limited number of stations of a

���
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Figure �� The TS �scatter diagram of the Black Sea waters for August� Dashed lines show the
TS �curves produced� in accordance with the analytic theory of TS �curves� by the symmetric
mixing of the intermediate water mass C with the surface water mass A and the deep water
mass B �see text�� Solid lines show the mixing triangle�

single summertime survey in the southern part of the
sea� and therefore they cannot characterize either the
seasonal variability of the upper layers of the Black Sea�
or its long�term conditions� These aspects are presented
below�
Figures � and 	 show TS �scatter diagrams for the

Black Sea for the summer �August� and winter �Febru�
ary�� constructed from hydrological data in the cell cen�
ters of a regular grid� 	�� latitude by 	�� longitude�
covering the entire sea� at each standard level �up to
	
 levels from � to 	��� m� �see Section ��� The total
number of data points is �����
The freshened coastal waters with S � ������ �a

narrow zone in the shallow� near�shore� northwestern
part of the sea� were excluded from the analysis� hence
the TS �scatter diagrams represent the deep waters that
comprise ����� of the total volume of the sea�

Analysis of the diagrams allows us to come to the
several conclusions about the thermohaline water mass
structure and its seasonal variability� These diagrams
make it possible to take another look at some well�
established facts� The conclusions drawn from the scat�
ter diagrams are the following�
The summertime ��� m layer �the AC�band in Fig�

ure �� displays strati�cation classi�ed as �unconditional
stability�� dT�dz � �� dS�dz � �� E� � �� ES � �
�the de�nitions of stability parameters E�� ES� and E
are given in the Comment to Table ��� This strati�ca�
tion is obliterated during fall�winter mixing �the ver�
tical wintertime circulation� due to a large heat loss
to the atmosphere� so that the summer cluster �the
densest subset of points� of surface waters centered at
T � 	
�C� S � ���	��C �Figure �� is changed into the
winter cluster centered at T � ��C� S � �����C �Fig�
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Figure �� The TS �scatter diagram of the Black Sea waters for February� The scales are the
same as in Figure ��

ure 	�� This is a future core of the cold intermediate
layer� During the fall�winter transformation the tem�
perature decreases by � ���C� while the salinity of the
core of the winter cluster is slightly higher than that of
the summer cluster� about ��	����� �
As noted earlier� from ����� m to �	��� m� the

temperature and salinity increase with depth� which is
not typical of the bulk of the abyssal World Ocean in
the low�to�temperate latitudes� The TS �scatter dia�
grams display this feature against isopycnals allowing
us to estimate the stability� The strati�cation has the
form� d�T� S��dz � �� E� � �� ES � �� E � �� The
temperature stability is negative� although the positive
salinity strati�cation prevails� the density ratio is very
small and negative �Tables � and 	�� These conclusions
imply the probable existence of weak mixing in the deep
Black Sea� of the double�di�usion type� with di�erent
rates for salinity and temperature �see Mamayev �������
Figure ����� This aspect is discussed in more detail in
a recent paper �Ozsoy et al�� ������

The warm surface layer of the Black Sea is thus very
�vulnerable� and is obliterated quickly during fall and
winter� This layer could be referred to as a �warm
pool�� the term usually applied to the warmest waters
of the World Ocean� the near�equatorial waters of the
Indonesian seas and east of them�
The TS �diagram for August is clearly L�shaped� In

the framework of the analytic theory of TS �curves by
Stockman� this diagram may be considered a manifes�
tation of interaction of three water masses� the surface
waters mass A � the intermediate water mass B � and
the deep water mass C � In this case the L�shape sug�
gests very weak mixing of the water masses A and B
via the intermediate water mass B � or even the ab�
sence of interaction between them� otherwise the TS �
curve within the mixing triangle ABC would be of a
more rounded form like� for example� the two dashed
curves in Figure �� Such shapes are typical� for instance�
of the TS �curves in the northeastern Paci�c� where a
rounded extreme belongs to the subarctic intermediate
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Table �� The average oceanographic station of the Black Sea for August
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� � potential temperature E � stability parameter �E � E� � ES� dbar
��� E� � thermal stability� ES � salinity stability

�E� � �d��dp� ES � �dS�dp� � � thermal expansion coe�cient � � salinity contraction coe�cient �E��ES � density ratio NB
� V�ais�al�a�Brunt frequency �cycle	hour��

water mass� Further examples of analogous TS �curves
may be found� e�g�� in the work of Mamayev �������

Thus� the L�shaped TS �curves suggest that the deep
water mass B is mixed only with the intermediate water
mass C � which is reinforced by the TS �relationship for
February� This fact was noted earlier �Mamayev� ������
the surface water mass A is too short�lived to partici�
pate in the gradual process of mixing with water masses
B and C �

�� Volumetric TS �Analysis

This volumetric TS �analysis of the Black Sea wa�
ters is not the �rst one� it was done earlier by Glazkov

������� who analyzed the water mass distribution from
data of ��� deep �down to the bottom�� summertime
�June to September� oceanographic stations� His re�
sults still do not allow us to estimate the seasonal
changes of the upper near�surface layer and the cold in�
termediate layer� although the summer conditions and
thermohaline peculiarities of the deep layer have been
described by Glazkov quite reliably� Gertman �in Cher�

noye Morye ������ has given the volumetric TS �diag�
rams for the winter and summer seasons �Figure 	�	
��

however the volume distributions are shown with iso�
lines �the relief isopleths�� not with the numbers show�
ing the volume in each TS �class� thus not allowing the
seasonal water movements between classes to be eval�
uated� Additionally� in his diagrams the peak that is
typical of the deep waters cannot be discerned� How�
ever� Gertman shows the separate distribution of the
deep waters �for S � 	����� � and has calculated the
T �S� and S�T � regressions for these waters� Lastly� his
work contains useful tables of characteristics �volume�
heat�salt content� mean temperature and salinity� for
the entire Black Sea� for various seasons and for indi�
vidual water masses �the upper water mass� the cold in�
termediate layer� the intermediate water mass� and the
deep water mass� distinguished by their salinity�� He
used ��	������

�C subdivisions for the entire sea� with
��	�����	

�C subdivisions for the deep waters�

In this work� the TS �analysis was performed using
a regular grid described in Sections 	 and �� The en�
tire water column was divided by linear interpolation
into ��m layers� which were used for integration us�
ing ��	����������C TS �classes� with subsequent mul�
tiplication of station data by the area of trapezoid or
its part� The results of the volumetric analysis are
presented below for the summer �August� and winter
�February� separately� as follows�
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Table �� The average oceanographic station of the Black Sea for February� The notations are as in Table �

Pressure
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��� the numerical diagrams �tables� showing the rel�
ative water content �volume� of various TS �classes de�
scribed above� The content is expressed in percentage
of the total volume of the sea� which is � ������� km� �
hence one volumetric unit is ���� km� �Figures 
a� 
b��
The dots in the diagrams correspond to the contents
� ������
�	� the diagrams for TS �classes showing heat content

�enthalpy� in ���� J �Figures �a� �b�� and salt content�
in ���� kg �Figures �a� �b�� for August and February�
correspondingly� The dots in the diagrams show the
heat content � ���� � ���� J� and the salt content �
����� ���� kg� �The enthalpy was determined as Q �
cp�TV � where the speci�c heat capacity cp and the
density � were calculated as functions of temperature
and salinity� and V is the volume of the prism� The
rounding� say� of the enthalpy to the nearest ���� J is
quite acceptable� Application of smaller units results
in the emergence of overly large numbers� so that the
estimates made with these numbers become super�uous
and hence not su�ciently reliable��
�
� the three�dimensional TSP �diagrams �P stands

for the percentage content�� one of them being con�
structed for the full salinity range� up to 		������ for
August �Figure ��� The February diagram is omitted
because with the vertical scale adopted� the diagrams
for August and February at S � 	������� are very sim�

ilar �implying the constancy of the deep�water content
in summer and in winter�� two other diagrams �Figures
�a� �b� for August and February� respectively� are in the
range of S � 	������� � with an enlarged vertical scale
of percentage content� The two latter diagrams show
distinctly the seasonal migration of near�surface waters
manifested as the existence of a �ridge� corresponding
to these waters in summer and its disappearance before
February� This process was already described above
qualitatively using TS �scatter diagrams as an exam�
ple� The two latter diagrams complement this descrip�
tion very well� Some quantitative characteristics of this
seasonal vertical migration will be given below�
Let us examine some results of the analysis of nu�

merical TS �diagrams presented above� �Note that the
left temperature scale in Figures 
 to � is inadvertently
shifted downward by half a degree�� These diagrams for
volume� enthalpy� and salt content are subdivided into
four quadrants by the ��C isotherm and the 	����� iso�
haline� Three of the four correspond to the Black Sea
waters� namely to the deep waters �S � 	������� to the
cold intermediate waters with T � ��C � a traditional
criterion�� and to the surface waters� The subdivision
of the Black Sea waters into three classes is consistent
with the theory of TS �curves� this is the �mixing trian�
gle� that �ts into the generalized water mass diagram
�see above�� The lower right quadrant is empty� there
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Figure �� The three�dimensional TSP �diagram �P  percentage� of the Black Sea waters for
August� A mountain peak �� ���� indicates the class with ��� � T � ����C� 		�	 � S �
		������ �

are almost no waters with S � 	����� at T � ��C
in the Black Sea� There is an uncertainty of the sur�
face waters� de�nition� which is distinct when compar�
ing the numerical diagrams with the scatter diagrams�
with such a subdivision� the waters lying below the CIL
�shown with the rectangle in the upper left quadrant of
the volumetric diagrams in Figures 
a� 
b� fall into the
surface water class� It seems likely that these waters�
accordingly to Gertman�s classi�cation� are better clas�
si�ed as intermediate waters� However the same is true
of the waters with T � ��C �see the numbers under
the rectangle and also the scatter diagrams�� but this
violates the convenient criteria of the CIL waters as the
waters with T � ��C� so that the overall picture would
become unnecessarily complex� We leave this uncer�
tainty� especially as it results in an insigni�cant error�
not essential for subsequent reasoning� This error con�
stitutes �by volume� ����� for August and ����� for
February �taking into account the water with T � ��C�
we have to add another ����� for August and ���
� for
February�� We assume �conditionally� that the CIL lies
as though �within� the surface water�s layer� and their
common boundary lies somewhat deeper ��� m�
Using the numerical characteristics of the three main

water masses shown in TS �diagrams� let us consider the

seasonal variability of their volume and the heat�salt
transfer between the layers�

Deep Waters

The deep waters �S � 	������� as seen from the di�
agrams� constitute about �	� of the total volume of
the Black Sea waters� The di�erence between August
and February is so insigni�cant �it results rather from
small errors of the volumetric diagram computation�
that these waters could be regarded as isolated from
the seasonal cycle� The deep waters are nearly homoge�
neous in temperature� ��� of the deep waters fall into
a ����C range ���� � T � ����C�� The salinity gradi�
ent� however� is signi�cant� as could be seen from either
volumetric diagrams� or the averaged TS �curve �Fig�
ure ��� This fact corroborates the Marmara Sea origin
of the deep waters of the Black Sea ������� Just one
TS �class ���� � T � ����C� 		�	 � S � 		������� con�
tains about ��� of the total water volume� illustrated
by the �Mt Everest� of the deep water�s topography� a
peak in the three�dimensional TS �diagram �Figure ���
The deep waters contain about ��� of the heat con�

tent and ��� of the salt content of the Black Sea�
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Figure �� The three�dimensional TSP �diagrams of the Black Sea waters with the expanded
percentage scale� �a� August� �b� February�

Surface Waters Plus Cold Intermediate Layer

The seasonal variability of integral characteristics of
the thermohaline structure of the Black Sea waters en�
compasses these two layers� as shown above during the
scatter diagrams� analysis� the volumetric diagrams al�
low us to augment this analysis quantitatively�
As was shown� in fall and winter the surface waters

are cooled� the heat lost goes partially to the atmo�
sphere� and partially to the CIL� The sum of the vol�
umes of these two layers also remains constant� The
�pumping� of volume� salt� and heat thus occurs from
one layer into another� manifested as the transfer of
corresponding numerical characteristics from one TS �
quadrant into another�
The total volume of the surface waters plus the cold

intermediate layer remains therefore unaltered� the sur�
face water�s �loss� is �������� � 	����� while the cold
intermediate layer�s �gain� is 	����� as seen from Fig�
ures 
a� 
b�
The evaluation of the salt transfer gives the same re�

sults� due to the conservation of the total salt content�
From August through February� the surface water�s loss
of salt is ������	� � ��	� ������ kg�� while the corre�
sponding CIL�s salt gain is ������

 � ��	� ������ kg��
Finally� let us examine the seasonal variability of

the heat content� Between August and February� the
surface layer�s heat loss is ���	��
� � ���� ������ J��
while the CIL�s heat gain �from the surface layer� is
���	���� � ��
 ������ J�� with the remaining ������
�
� ���� ������J� going to the atmosphere during the
fall�winter cooling� Let us assume that this heat is
given up from the entire surface of the sea� i�e�� �	
�
���m� �Chernoye Morye� ������ so that from August
through February �over six months�� a unit area gives
up ������ ���� J����	
 � ���m�� � ����� ��� Jm�� �
i�e�� on average� ��	� � ��� Jm�� � 	��MJm�� per

month� This estimate is comparable with published
data� the monthly averaged maps of heat balance of
the surface layer �Figure ���� on pp� ������ in Cher�

noye Morye �������� By these maps� the heat loss �in
MJm�� � in the �middle� point of the sea �halfway be�
tween Sarych Cape and Inebol Cape� is approximately
��� in September� ��� in October� 	�� in November�

�� in December� 	�� in January� and �� in February�
with the six�month average heat loss being ���MJm�� �
Note that our estimate is the same as given in Chernoye
Morye ������ for November�

We omit a more detailed analysis of volumetric TS �
characteristics� Note the overall agreement of our re�
sults with the data by Glazkov and Gertman� The only
di�erence is that our estimates of the total salt and heat
contents of the Black Sea are slightly higher than the
estimates given by Gertman�

�� Average Oceanographic �Station�

This term will connote the averaged �over the entire
area of the sea� temperature and salinity data for each
standard level� for August and February� These data
are shown in Tables � and 	� together with the following
derivative quantities� potential temperature calculated
by Bryden�s polynomial �Unesco� ���
�� vertical static
stability E and its thermal �E�� and salinity �ES� con�
stituents� density ratio E��ES � and the V�ais�al�a�Brunt
frequency NB� The TS �curves of the average stations
for August and February are shown in Figure � �cf� the
scatter diagrams��

The average oceanographic station for August and
February may be regarded as a �template� station� to
be used to compute the thermal� salinity and other
anomalies in various places of the sea� similar to the
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Figure �� The average TS �curves of the Black Sea water masses for August �open circles� and
February �solid circles�� The numbers near the circles show pressure in dbar�

�salinityanomaliesmethod�ofHelland�HansenandNan�
sen �see Mamayev ������� Section ���� which is used
to determine spatial di�erences and horizontal trans�
formations� especially in the surface layer and in the
CIL� We will not discuss this topic here and note only
the following feature of the average data for August
and February� In August� the pycnocline �the verti�
cal stability maximum� and the thermocline �the E�

maximum� are observed at � ��m� beneath a thin up�
per layer of warm water� while the halocline is being
observed at � ��m� In February� the pycnocline and
the halocline are observed at the same ���m depth� the
lower boundary of the cold intermediate layer� In win�
ter� the thermal instability �E� � �� is observed across
the entire water column� while in summer the instabil�
ity it is observed only below �� m �because above ��
mm signi�cant thermal stability �E� � �� is observed��
The salinity stability is positive across the entire wa�
ter column year�around� it compensates for the thermal

instability �ES � E�� everywhere except the ��� m
layer in summer� so that the total stability is always
positive� although it is small in deep layers� The fre�
quencies of the thermohaline oscillations below ��� m
vary between ��
 and ��� cycle�hour�

�� Hydrological Database

This study was based on the database of hydrologi�
cal observations made in the Black Sea in ��	
�����
mainly by Soviet ships� This database was compiled
at the Department of Oceanography at the Moscow
State University with the assistance of the Marine Hy�
drophysical Institute of the Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine� The database included only those stations
with both temperature and salinity measurements� The
data were sorted by month� season� and half year� Ge�
ographically� the data were assigned to 	�� latitude
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by 	�� longitude cells� i�e�� to squares 
� km� 
� km�
so that the grid consists of 
�
 cells� with the origin
at ���N� 	��E� For each cell with data� the average
temperature and salinity values were computed at each
standard level� up to a maximum of 	
 levels ��� �� ���
��� 	�� 	�� 
�� ��� ��� ���� �	�� ���� 	��� 	��� 
��� ����
���� ���� ���� ����� �	�������� and 	��� m��
The August and February subsets consist of �	�
 and


��
 stations� respectively� In August and February� the
average values of temperature and salinity were calcu�
lated in 	�	 and 	�� cells� comprising �
 and �
� of
the Black Sea area� respectively� For other cells �with�
out data�� the temperature and salinity values were ob�
tained by interpolation using the two�dimensional cu�
bic beta�spline� The input data for the interpolation
routine consisted of the long�term average values �and
their standard deviations� from all the cells with data�
In total� taking into account the scale of averaging� the
estimates of mean values in adjacent cells in the upper
����m layer di�er statistically signi�cantly with ���
probability� To assure the same reliability in the ���
���� m layer� where the data volume is � to � times less
than at the sea surface� the mean seasonal values were
used for winter �JanuaryMarch� and summer �July
September�� while in the �������� m layer and below
���� m the half yearly and annual averages were used�
respectively�
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